Mosaic Jewelry  
Instructor: Bonnie Fitzgerald

$75 supply fee, payable to instructor at start of class and includes the following:
- 1 “practice base”
- 2 base metal “findings”, size ranges 32.5mm square to 42mm x 21mm
- 2oz Apoxie Sculpt Adhesive
- Generous selection of small scale mosaic materials: gold smalti, colored smalti, art glass, mileflori, stained glass, precious gems
- Loan of mosaic LePonitt wheel tool (nipper)
- Loan of glass cutting tools

Students provide:
- Safety glasses
- Apron
- Favorite “positioning” tools (dental tools, things that help you position your tiles when your fingers are too big)

If you own a LePonitt wheel tool please bring it; tools have a memory! You will always do better with your own tools.

Supply fee payment forms: Venmo, cash, or check.

Any questions or concerns contact instructor: bonnie@maverickmosaics.com